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(54) PRINTER AND PRINTING METHOD

(57) A printer using heat to print on a print medium
improves a print processing speed over an entire print
surface of a print medium. In print processing of a label
(PL), the feeding speed at a print region (SW) for printing
a barcode or the like is slower than a standard feeding
speed, and the feeding speed at a margin region (SY)
that has a length that is at least a predetermined length
in the feeding direction (F) among the margin regions is
faster than the standard feeding speed. Further, the feed-
ing speed at a printing area (NW) for printing character,
symbol, or the like, and the feeding speed at a margin
region (NY) that has a length smaller than the predeter-
mined length in the feeding direction (F) are set to the
standard feeding speed. Accordingly, the print process-
ing speed over the entire print surface of the label (PL)
may be improved in the printer using heat to print on a
label (PL).
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] A present disclosure relates to a printer and
method for printing. For example, the present disclosure
relates to a thermal printer configured to use heat to print
predetermined information such as a character, a sym-
bol, a shape, a barcode, or the like, on each of a plurality
of labels that are temporarily attached to an elongated
mount.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] A thermal printer configured to print on a label
or the like by selectively heating a plurality of thermosen-
sitive resistors positioned on a print line of a thermal head.
[0003] In printing process of the thermal printer, print-
ing on a label or the like is accomplished by feeding a
mount that has plurality of labels temporarily attached
thereto via a platen roller such that the mount is sand-
wiched between the thermal head and the platen roller,
and by using an electric current to heat a desired ther-
mosensitive resistor on a print line of the thermal head
so as to be pressed onto a label of the mount during the
feeding.
[0004] For example, a thermal printer such as that de-
scribed above is disclosed in Patent Literature 1. Patent
Literature 1 describes technology that prevents a trailing
phenomenon of a serial barcode by calculating a print
rate of the serial barcode at every print line, and by setting
a print speed of each print line in response to the calcu-
lation result.
[0005] Patent Literature 2 describes technology that
prevents the trailing phenomenon of a serial barcode by
detecting a change point from a bar to a space in a case
where printing the serial barcode, and then rapidly out-
putting a drive signal to print the bar just before the space.
[0006] Patent Literature 3 describes technology con-
figured to print a section other than a serial barcode at
high-speed.

Related Art

Patent Literature

[0007]

Patent Literature 1: JP-A 2009-298036;
Patent Literature 2: JP-A 2012-116083; and
Patent Literature 3: JP-A H05-205084.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Problems to be Solved by the Invention

[0008] In a case of printing a barcode or the like, as
well as a character, symbol, or the like, across an entire

print surface of a label or the like, a feeding speed for
printing the barcode is decreased more than that for print-
ing a character, symbol, or the like, from a perspective
of preventing a barcode reading error. Thus, a print
processing speed across the entire print surface of the
label of the like is reduced.
[0009] A present disclosure has been conceived of in
view of the above mentioned technical background. The
purpose of the present disclosure is proposing technol-
ogy that may improve a print processing speed across
the entire print surface of the print medium.

Means for Solving the Problems

[0010] In order to solve a problem, a printer according
to claim 1 of a present invention, includes:

a feeder configured to feed a print medium towards
an ejection port along a feeding pathway;
a print part configured to use heat to print on the print
medium during the feeding of the print medium; and
a controller configured to set a feeding speed of a
first print region on which coded first print information
is printed to a second feeding speed that is slower
than a predetermined first feeding speed, and to set
a feeding speed of a second print region on which
second print information other than the coded first
print information is printed to the first feeding speed,
the print medium including the first print region and
the second print region,
the controller in operation setting the feeding speed
of the second print region on which the second print
information is printed, the second print information
being arranged with the first print information in a
width direction of the print medium, the second print
information including a portion partially extending
from the first print region on which the first print in-
formation is printed, the first print information being
arranged with the second print information in a
lengthwise direction of a feeder body, among a plu-
rality of second print information, to the feeding
speed of the first print region on which the first print
information is printed.

[0011] A present invention according to claim 2 is that,
in the printer according to claim 1, the controller is con-
figured to set a feeding speed of a first margin region
having a length in a feeding direction of the print medium
longer than a predetermined length to a third feeding
speed that is faster than the first feeding speed, among
a plurality of margin regions of the print medium.
[0012] A present invention according to claim 3 is that,
in the printer according to claim 2, the controller is con-
figured to set the feeding speed of a second margin re-
gion that is shorter than the predetermined length to the
first feeding speed, among the plurality of the margin re-
gions of the print medium.
[0013] A method for printing according to claim 4, in a
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case where using heat to print on the print medium during
feeding the print medium, includes:

feeding the print medium in a first print region thereof
on which coded first print information is printed at a
second feeding speed that is slower than a prede-
termined first feeding speed;
feeding the print medium in a second print region
thereof on which second print information other than
the coded first print information is printed at the first
feeding speed; and
feeding the print medium in the second print region
on which the second print information is printed, the
second print information being arranged with the first
print information in a width direction of the print me-
dium, the second print information including a portion
partially extending from the first print region on which
the first print information is printed, the first print in-
formation being arranged with the second print in-
formation in a lengthwise direction of a feeder body,
among a plurality of second print information, at the
feeding speed of the first print region on which the
first print information is printed.

[0014] A present invention according to claim 5 is that,
in the method according to claim 4, it includes feeding
the print medium in a first margin region having a length
in the feeding direction of the print medium that is longer
than a predetermined length is at a third feeding speed
that is slower than the first feeding speed, among the
plurality of margin regions of the print medium.
[0015] A present invention according to claim 6 is that,
in the method according to claim 5, it includes feeding
the print medium in a second margin region that is shorter
than the predetermined length and the second print re-
gion that prints the second print information other than
the coded first print information is at the first feeding
speed, among the plurality of margin regions of the print
medium.

Effects of the Invention

[0016] According to the present invention of claim 1, a
printer using heat to print on a print medium may ensure
a print quality of a second print information that has a
partially protruding portion.
[0017] According to the present invention of claim 2,
control may be simplified and print processing speed may
be improved across an entire surface of a print medium.
[0018] According to the present invention of claim 3,
the control may be simplified and the print processing
speed may be further improved across the entire surface
of the print medium.
[0019] According to the present invention of claim 4,
the printer using heat to print on the print medium may
ensure the print quality of the second print information
that has a partially protruding portion.
[0020] According to the present invention of claim 5,

the print processing speed may be further improved
across the entire surface of the print medium, without
complicated controls.
[0021] According to the present invention of claim 6,
the print processing speed may be improved across the
entire surface of the print medium.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0022]

FIG. 1 shows a cross-sectional view of a printer ac-
cording to a first embodiment of a present disclosure;
FIG. 2 shows a main part circuit block diagram of the
printer of FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 shows a main part planar view of a continuous
paper indicating an example of print information
printed onto a single label;
FIG. 4 shows a block diagram indicating an example
of a printing method of the printer of FIG. 1;
FIG. 5 shows a planar view of an example illustrating
the imaging of the single label and the print data de-
veloped in memory;
FIG. 6A shows an enlarged planar view of region A1
of FIG. 5, and FIG. 6B shows an enlarged planar
view of region A2 of FIG. 5;
FIG. 7 shows a flow chart diagram indicating a pro-
duction example of feeding speed data of a print flow
of FIG. 4;
FIG. 8 shows a planar view indicating a feeding
speed in each region of the single label;
FIG. 9 shows a graph indicating a feeding speed in
each region of the label of FIG. 8;
FIG. 10 shows a main part planar view of the con-
tinuous paper indicating the other example of the
print information printed on the single label; and
FIG. 11 shows a main part planar view of the con-
tinuous paper indicating the other example of the
print information printed on the single label.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0023] Hereinafter, embodiments will be described
with reference to the drawings as an example of the
present disclosure. In the drawings used to describe the
embodiments of the present disclosure, the same refer-
ence numerals are used to designate the same or similar
components, and thus redundant descriptions thereof
are omitted.

First Embodiment

[0024] FIG. 1 shows a cross-sectional view of a printer
according to an embodiment of a present disclosure.
[0025] A printer 1 of an embodiment of the present dis-
closure is, e.g., a portable thermal printer for label printing
by using heat to print a character, a symbol, a shape, a
barcode, a two-dimensional code, or the like, onto a label
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PL that is temporarily attached to a mount PM of a con-
tinuous paper (print medium) P.
[0026] A casing 2 that constitutes the printer 1 includes
a housing 2a, and an opening and closing cover 2b that
is partially axially fixed thereto.
[0027] The housing 2a is formed into a rectangular
shape or the like. An opening is formed in part of the
housing 2a. The opening and closing cover 2b is dis-
posed at the opening of the housing 2a, such that the
opening of the housing 2a is configured to open and
close. The opening and closing cover 2b is configured
to freely rotate around a rotatable shaft R1.
[0028] Moreover, an opening of the housing 2a is con-
figured to communicate with a continuous paper contain-
er 3 that is formed inside the casing 2. In a case where
the opening and closing cover 2b is open, the continuous
paper P that is wound-up into a rolled shape may be
stored in the continuous paper container 3 inside the cas-
ing 2 from the opening of the housing 2a. In addition, in
a case where the opening and closing cover 2b is closed,
an ejection port (discharge port) 4 configured to eject the
continuous paper P is formed between an end of the
opening and closing cover 2b and the opposing housing
2a that opposes to the end.
[0029] A roll-shaped continuous paper P is rotatably
stored in the continuous paper container 3 inside the cas-
ing 2, in a wound-up configuration in a winding core R2.
The mount PM that constitutes the continuous paper P
is formed into an elongated shape. A plurality of labels
PL are temporarily attached at each predetermined in-
terval along a lengthwise direction on a front surface of
the mount PM.
[0030] A release agent such as silicone is applied to a
front surface of the mount PM in contact with an adhesive
surface of the label PL. Thus, the label PL may be easily
removed. In addition, a position detection mark PA is
formed that indicates a position of the label PL at each
predetermined interval along the lengthwise direction on
a rear surface of the mount PM.
[0031] The label PL is a so-called thermal label. A ther-
mosensitive color developing layer is formed that devel-
ops into a specific color (such as black or red) after reach-
ing a pre-determined temperature region.
[0032] The continuous paper P inside the continuous
paper container 3 at a time of print processing is fed to-
wards the ejection port 4. The fed continuous paper P is
drawn out into a sheet shape. After the print processing
onto the label PL during the feeding of the continuous
paper P, the continuous paper P that includes the label
PL is ejected from the ejection port 4 outside the printer 1.
[0033] In the casing 2 of the printer 1, a position de-
tection sensor 10, a thermal head 11 (print part) and plat-
en roller 12 (feeder) are disposed along a paper feeding
route and on an opposite side of the continuous paper
container 3, as well as a motor M, a controller MC, a
rechargeable battery PS and a wireless communicator
RC are disposed.
[0034] The position detection sensor 10 is configured

to detect a position of the label PL of the continuous paper
P by detecting the position detection mark PA on a rear
surface of the continuous paper P.
[0035] The position detection sensor 10 is disposed on
a rear surface side of the opening and closing cover 2b.
A sensor surface of the position detection sensor 10 is
attached so as to face a rear surface of the continuous
paper P (feeding route side) in a case where the opening
and closing cover 2b is closed.
[0036] For example, the position detection sensor 10
includes a light reflection sensor. In other words, the po-
sition detection sensor 10 includes a light emitter and a
light receiver on the sensor surface. The position detec-
tion sensor 10 is configured to detect a position of the
label PL by detecting of light emitted from the light emitter
in the direction of the position detection mark PA of the
continuous paper P, and using the light receiver config-
ured to receive light reflected from the continuous paper
P. An LED (light emitting diode) or the like may be em-
ployed in the light emitter. A photodiode, phototransistor,
or the like, may be employed in the light emitter.
[0037] The position detection sensor 10 is electrically
connected to the controller MC. The position detection
sensor 10 is configured to send a detection signal to the
controller MC. The controller MC is configured to calcu-
late a relative positional relationship between the label
PL of the continuous paper P and the printer (print line)
of the thermal head 11 based on the detection signal from
the position detection sensor 10, and to control a rota-
tional operation (such as a rotational direction or a rota-
tional angle) of a platen roller 12 based on a calculation
result in order to apply print at a defined position of the
label PL.
[0038] The thermal head 11 is a print part configured
to apply print to the label PL via the thermal resistor of
the print line arranged on the print surface thereof.
[0039] A plurality of thermal resistors (heating ele-
ments) that generate heat by electric conduction are ar-
ranged in parallel along a width direction (direction or-
thogonal to a feeding direction of the continuous paper
P) of the continuous paper P on the print line of the ther-
mal head 11.
[0040] For example, a dimension in a long direction of
the print line (dimension in the width direction of the con-
tinuous paper P) is approximately 50 mm, and a dimen-
sion in a short direction (dimension in the feeding direc-
tion of the continuous paper P) of the print line is approx-
imately 0.125 mm. For example, eight thermal resistors
are arranged in 1 mm so that 400 thermal resistors in
total are arranged in the print line.
[0041] The thermal head 11 is fixed to a support mem-
ber 20 such that a print surface of the thermal head 11
faces a feeding route. A head-biasing spring 21 is dis-
posed on a rear surface of the support member 20. A
print surface of the thermal head 11 is configured to be
pressed against the platen roller 12, in a case where the
opening and closing cover 2b is closed.
[0042] The support member 20 is axially fixed to an
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inside of the housing 2a so as to freely rotate around a
rotary shaft R3 on a first end thereof. A second end of
the support member 20 is engaged with the press-button
22 used for opening the opening and closing cover 2b
described hereinafter.
[0043] The thermal head 11 is electrically connected
to the controller MC. The controller MC is configured to
apply print on the label PL by selectively sending an elec-
tric current to the plurality of thermal resistors of the ther-
mal head 11 in order to cause a desired thermal resistor
to generate heat in response to a print data or the like
inputted into the printer 1.
[0044] The platen roller 12 is a feeder configured to
feed the continuous paper P inside the continuous paper
container 3 towards the ejection port 4 via the feeding
route. The platen roller 12 is attached so as to freely
rotate in a forward and reverse direction around a rotary
shaft R4 on a rear surface side of the opening and closing
cover 2b. The platen roller 12 is arranged in an opposing
configuration so as to be pressed against a print surface
of the thermal head 11, in a case where the opening and
closing cover 2b is closed.
[0045] An elastic material such as a hard rubber is coat-
ed onto a surface of the rotary shaft R4 of the platen roller
12. Moreover, a gear G1 is connected to a first end in a
shaft direction of the rotary shaft R4 of the platen roller
12. The gear G1 engages with the rotary shaft of the
motor M via a connection gear G2 in the housing 2a. In
a case where the opening and closing cover 2b is closed,
a rotational driving force of the motor M is capable of
being transmitted to the platen roller 12 by engaging the
gear G1 on a side of the platen roller 12 with the rotary
shaft of the motor M via the connection gear G2.
[0046] For example, the motor M is a stepping motor.
The motor M is electrically connected to the controller
MC. The controller MC is configured to control the rotary
operation (such as a rotational direction or a rotational
angle) of the motor M in response to the print data or the
like inputted into the printer 1.
[0047] The rechargeable battery PS is a power source
configured to supply electric power to an entire electrical
system of the printer 1, which includes the thermal head
11 and the motor M. The rechargeable battery PS is
stored in a freely attachable and detachable configuration
inside a battery container 23 of the casing 2.
[0048] The wireless communicator RC is a non-contact
inputter configured to receive print data (such as a com-
mand or print information) sent to the printer 1 from out-
side of printer 1 by wireless communication such as in-
frared or radio waves. The wireless communicator RC is
electrically connected to the motor M.
[0049] On the other hand, the press-button 22 used for
opening, a cutter 24, an inputter 25, a display 26, a power
switch 27, and a belt-hanging part 28 are disposed on a
surface of the housing 2a of the printer 1.
[0050] The press-button 22 used for opening is a but-
ton used for opening the opening and closing cover 2b.
In a case where pressing the press-button 22 on an en-

closed side of the housing 2a, a second end of the support
member 20 is pressed, the support member 20 rotates
in a counter-clockwise direction around the rotary shaft
R3 against a biasing force of a spring 21. Accordingly,
the thermal head 11 is separated from the platen roller
12 and the opening and closing cover 2b is opened by
disengaging a locking member (not shown), which is en-
gaged with the support member 20, from lockpins (not
shown) of the platen roller 12. In a case where pressing
the opening and closing cover 2b on an enclosed side
of the housing 2a against the biasing force of the spring
21, the opening and closing cover 2b is closed. The lock-
ing member engaged with the support member 20 sand-
wiches the lockpins of the platen roller 12 so that the
closed configuration of the opening and closing cover 2b
is maintained.
[0051] The cutter 24 is a member configured to cut the
continuous paper P after printing. The cutter 24 is dis-
posed on an outer wall surface of the housing 2a so as
to extend along a width direction (direction orthogonal to
a feeding direction of the continuous paper P) of the con-
tinuous paper P, and so as to have a sharp edge of an
end thereof slightly protrude on a side of the ejection port
4.
[0052] The cutter 24 is composed of synthetic resin or
the like having a predetermined rigidity and elasticity. The
cutter 24 is integrally formed with the press-button 22. In
a cutting process of the continuous paper P by the cutter
24, a part of the mount PM, which is located between
adjacent labels PL of the continuous paper P ejected
from the ejection port 4 after print processing, is cut.
[0053] The inputter 25 is a part which an operator uses
for inputting the print data (such as a command or print
information) into the printer 1. A plurality of operation keys
are disposed for input of data, for indication of direction,
or for execution (including print ejection).
[0054] The display 26 is a part configured to display
various messages or the like, in addition to displaying a
process mode or information inputted by the inputter 25
or the like. The display 26 is disposed in the vicinity of
the inputter 25. The display 26 includes an LCD (liquid
crystal display).
[0055] A belt-hanging part 28 is a part which the oper-
ator uses for equipping the printer 1 to a shoulder or waist
of the operator, via insertion of a belt. The belt-hanging
part 28 is integrally formed with the housing 2a.
[0056] Next, FIG. 2 shows a main part circuit block di-
agram of a printer of FIG. 1.
[0057] The controller MC is a part configured to control
operation of the entire printer 1. The controller MC in-
cludes: a CPU (central processing unite) 30; a ROM
(read-only memory) 31; a RAM (random access memory)
32; a feed control circuit 33; a print control circuit 34; a
label detection circuit 35; an interface 36; a display con-
trol circuit 37; a communication interface 38; an EEP-
ROM (electrically erasable programmable ROM) 39; and
a bus line 40, which is configured to electrically connect
the CPU 30, the ROM 31, the RAM 32, the feed control
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circuit 33, the print control circuit 34, the label detection
circuit 35, the interface 36, the display control circuit 37,
the communication interface 38, and the EEPROM 39
with each other.
[0058] The CPU 30 is electrically connected to the in-
putter 25 and the display 26 via the interface 36 and the
display control circuit 37. The CPU 30 is configured to
communicate wirelessly with an external portable device
via the communication interface 38.
[0059] A software (control program) for controlling the
operation of the printer 1 is stored in the ROM 31. The
RAM 32 is configured to record each type of data nec-
essary to operate the CPU 30, and to temporarily store
the print data received from the inputter 25 or the external
portable device. In addition, the CPU 30 is configured to
control an operation of each part of the feed control circuit
33, the print control circuit 34, or the like, in accordance
with the control program.
[0060] The feed control circuit 33 is configured to send
a pulse signal to the motor M, and to control a feeding
operation of the continuous paper P by the platen roller
12. The print control circuit 34 is configured to produce
a control signal corresponding to the print data sent from
the CPU 30, to send the produced control signal to the
thermal head 11, and to control the printing operation.
[0061] The label detection circuit 35 is configured to
control the light emitter of the position detection sensor
10 under the control of the CPU 30. The label detection
circuit 35 is configured to emit light towards the continu-
ous paper P, to receive an outputted electric signal from
the light receiver of the position detection sensor 10, to
convert the signal to digital data, and to send the digital
data to the CPU 30. The EEPROM 39 is configured to
record each type of configuration data or the like in the
printer 1.
[0062] Each part is electrically connected to the CPU
30 via the bus line 40. Each part is configured to apply
print on the label PL of the continuous paper P via the
thermal head 11 in accordance with the print data re-
ceived from the communication interface 38 or the inter-
face 36 under an administration of the CPU 30.
[0063] Next, FIG. 3 shows a main part planar view of
a continuous paper indicating an example of the print
information printed onto a single label. An arrow F in FIG.
3 indicates a feeding direction of the continuous paper P.
[0064] Two print regions SW and NW, and two margin
regions SY and NY, are arranged along a feeding direc-
tion F of the continuous paper P on the label PL.
[0065] The print region SW (first print region) indicates
a region on which coded first print information such as a
barcode or a two-dimensional code printed is printed.
The coded print information is print information that is
digitally processed such that the content or the like there-
of cannot be visually verified by a human being alone.
Accordingly, the barcode on the print region SW is ex-
emplified. Moreover, a black bar of the barcode that ex-
tends along the feeding direction F of the continuous pa-
per P, i.e., parallel barcode, is exemplified.

[0066] The print region NW (second print region) indi-
cates a region on which standard print information such
as a character, a symbol, a shape or a picture is printed.
The standard print information is second print information
other than the coded print information. The standard print
information is information that the content or the like
thereof can be visually verified by a human being alone.
[0067] On the other hand, the margin region SY (first
margin region) is a non-standard margin region in which
a length in the feeding direction F is determined to be at
least a predetermined length. This predetermined length
is, e.g., 3 mm. However, the length is not limited thereto.
The reason for the length will be explained hereinafter.
[0068] The margin region NY (second margin region)
is a standard margin region in which a length in the feed-
ing direction F is determined to be shorter than the pre-
determined length.
[0069] Next, an example of a printing method of the
printer 1 will be explained with reference to FIGS. 1, 2,
and 6 to 8, in view of a flow chart of FIG. 4.
[0070] First, the print data on the print surface of a sin-
gle label PL is wirelessly received via the wireless com-
municator RC or the like (step 100 of FIG. 4), as indicated
in FIGS. 1 and 2.
[0071] For example, the print data includes the com-
mand as well as the standard print information, the coded
print information, and the margin information. For exam-
ple, the standard information includes a font type (such
as Gothic typeface or Ming-cho typeface), a font size, or
a print starting position. For example, the coded print
information includes the print starting position, a print fin-
ishing position, a length in a feeding direction, or a length
in a width direction orthogonal to the feeding direction.
For example, the margin information includes the length
in a feeding direction.
[0072] Next, the received print data is developed in an
image buffer (RAM 32 of FIG. 2), and then each print line
(e.g., 0.125 mm) of the thermal head 11 is analyzed for
a presence or absence of print (step 101 of FIG. 4).
[0073] FIGS. 5 and 6 show schematic views of an ex-
ample illustrating the imaging of the single label PL and
the print data developed in RAM 32. FIG. 6A shows an
enlarged planar view of region A1 of FIG. 5; and FIG. 6B
shows an enlarged planar view of region A2 of FIG. 5.
[0074] "1" or "S1" represents a case where print is
present on each print line XL along the feeding direction
F of the label PL, and "0" represents a case where print
is not present on each print line XL along the feeding
direction F of the label PL (see, FIG. 6). Accordingly, the
print region NW on which the standard print information
is printed is recognized as a region represented by "1,"
and the print region SW on which the coded print infor-
mation is printed is recognized as a region represented
by "S1". Moreover, a margin region Y is recognized as a
region represented by "0".
[0075] Next, a position coordinate of each print infor-
mation (standard print information and coded print infor-
mation) is determined. In other words, a printing position
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of each print information (such as a print starting position
and a print finishing position) is determined. Accordingly,
drawing data is produced (step 102 of FIG. 4).
[0076] Then, a determination is made as to whether or
not the print information in each region in the feeding
direction F of the drawing data is the coded print infor-
mation (step 103 of FIG. 4). In a case where it is deter-
mined that the print information is coded print information,
information such as the print finishing position or the print
starting position (i.e., the length in the feeding direction
F of the coded print information (top and bottom)) of the
coded print information is stored (step 104 of FIG. 4).
[0077] Next, an on-dot number in a width direction (di-
rection orthogonal to the feeding direction F) is retrieved
for the drawing data (step 105 of FIG. 5).
[0078] Then, a feeding speed data is produced for each
region (print regions SW and NW, and margin region Y)
in the feeding direction F of the drawing data (step 106
of FIG. 4). The production of the feeding speed data will
be explained hereinafter.
[0079] Hereinafter, print processing using the feeding
speed data and the drawing data produced in the above-
mentioned manner (step 107 of FIG. 4) is performed.
[0080] In the print processing of the printer 1, the con-
tinuous paper P is fed by rotating the platen roller 12 via
the motor M such that the continuous paper P is sand-
wiched between the thermal head 11 and the platen roller
12, as shown in FIG. 1. In the feeding of the continuous
paper P, the continuous paper P is fed at a feeding speed
set in the feeding speed data in each region of the label
PL. In addition, a print timing is determined based on a
detection signal from the position detection sensor 10
during feeding, heating of the desired thermal resistor of
the thermal head 11 is caused by sending a printing signal
to the thermal head 11 in order to print the print informa-
tion on the label PL on the continuous paper P. In a case
of print in the print regions NW and SW, printing is per-
formed by repeatedly feeding and stopping at each print
line.
[0081] An end in the feeding direction of the label PL
may be used as timing to start print, based on the detec-
tion signal from the position detection sensor 10.
[0082] Next, an example of a production method of
feeding speed data of each region in the feeding direction
F of the label PL will be explained in accordance with a
flow chart of FIG. 7.
[0083] First, the feeding speed of the print regions NW
and SW is set in every line in the feeding direction F in
the drawing data (step 200 of FIG. 7).
[0084] The feeding speed of the print region NW on
which the standard print information is printed is set to
the standard feeding speed (first feeding speed). The
feeding speed (standard feeding speed) of the print re-
gion NW is, e.g., 80 mm/sec.
[0085] The print region SW in which the coded print
information (exemplified by barcode) is printed is set to
a feeding speed (second feeding speed) that is slower
than a feeding speed (i.e., standard feeding speed) of

the standard print region NW. The feeding speed of the
print region SW is, e.g., 70 mm/sec.
[0086] Next, after the feeding speed of the print regions
NW and SW is set, a determination is made as to whether
or not the margin region Y exists in each region of every
line in the feeding direction F in the drawing data (step
201 of FIG. 7).
[0087] In a case where the margin region Y exists, a
determination is made as to whether or not the margin
region Y is a non-standard margin region (step 202 of
FIG. 7). In a case where there is no print on the print line
XL (i.e., in a case where represented by a "0") that has
at least 24 dots in succession, it is determined to be the
non-standard margin region. In case where there is no
print on the print line XL (i.e., in a case where represented
by a "1") that has less than 24 dots in succession, it is
determined to be the standard margin region. For exam-
ple, one dot is 0.125 mm, and thus 24 dots would corre-
spond to a threshold value of 3 mm.
[0088] In a case where the margin region Y is a stand-
ard margin region, a standard feeding speed is set (step
203 of FIG. 7). The feeding speed of the standard margin
region is, e.g., 80 mm/sec.
[0089] On the other hand, in a case where the margin
region Y is the non-standard margin region, a feeding
speed (third feeding speed) that is faster than the feeding
speed of the standard margin region (i.e., standard feed-
ing speed) is set (step 204 of FIG. 7).
[0090] Accordingly, the feeding speed is set for each
region in the feeding direction F in the drawing data of
the label PL.
[0091] FIG. 8 shows a planar view illustrating the feed-
ing speed in each region of a single label. In FIG. 8, a
numeral NY represents a standard margin region, and a
numeral SY represents a non-standard margin region.
Further, in FIG. 8, a numeral N represents a standard
feeding speed, a numeral H represents a feeding speed
that is faster than the standard feeding speed, and a nu-
meral L represents a feeding speed that is slower than
the standard feeding speed. In addition, numerals X1 to
X12, on a left side of FIG. 8, represent position coordi-
nates.
[0092] Moreover, FIG. 9 shows a graph indicating a
feeding speed in each region of a label of FIG. 8. A lon-
gitudinal axis shows a feeding speed of the continuous
paper P, and a horizontal axis shows position coordinates
X1 to X12 for the feeding direction F of the label PL of
FIG. 8
[0093] As shown in FIGS. 8 and 9, print quality of coded
print information may be improved by decreasing the
feeding speed of the print region SW of the coded print
information. As a result, optical reading errors in the cod-
ed print information may be reduced or prevented.
[0094] Further, the print processing speed may be im-
proved across the entire print surface of the label PL,
even in a case where decreasing the feeding speed of
the print region SW by increasing the feeding speed of
the non-standard margin region SY faster than that of
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the standard margin region NY and the print regions NW
and SW. Accordingly, a throughput of the print process-
ing of the printer 1 may be improved.
[0095] A length in the feeding direction F is specified
as at least 3 mm in the setting of the non-standard margin
region SY because the length in the feeding direction F
of the margin region Y needs at least 3 mm for setting
the feeding speed H that is faster than the standard feed-
ing speed in consideration of rise time and fall time. How-
ever, a determination of the non-standard margin region
SY is not limited to at least 3 mm, and thus a threshold
value thereof may be optionally modified depending on
a function, an individual difference, or the like, of the mo-
tor M or printer 1.
[0096] Further, the feeding speed of the standard mar-
gin region NY may also be set to a feeding speed that is
faster than the standard feeding speed N, and slower
than the feeding speed of the non-standard margin region
SY. However, a setting number for a feeding speed is
too high in the abovementioned case, and thus control
is complicated. As a result, the print processing speed
across the entire surface of the label PL is decreased.
In addition, in a case where the feeding speed is too high,
control is sacrificed, power consumption of the recharge-
able battery PS is increased, and usage time of the printer
1 is decreased.
[0097] On the other hand, in the present embodiment,
the feeding speed of the standard print region NW and
the standard margin region NY is set to the standard feed-
ing speed N. Accordingly, control may be simplified and
the print processing speed across the entire print surface
of the label PL may be improved compared with the case
that these feeding speed is set to difference speed from
each other, Further, the power consumption of the re-
chargeable battery PS may be decreased and the
lifespan of the rechargeable battery PS may be improved.
As a result, the usage time of the printer 1 may be in-
creased.

Second Embodiment

[0098] FIGS. 10 and 11 show planar views of a main
part of the continuous paper illustrating the other exam-
ples of print information printed on the single label. The
feeding speed L is illustrated in parentheses in FIGS. 10
and 11.
[0099] In the present embodiment, as shown in FIGS.
10 and 11, the coded print information is arranged with
the standard print information in the width direction of the
mount PM in parallel. Furthermore, the standard print
information includes a partially protruding portion that
partially extends from the print region SW of the coded
print information that is arranged with the standard print
information on an front side (feeding direction F of FIG.
10) or back side (direction opposite to feeding direction
F of FIG. 11) in the lengthwise direction of the mount PM.
A two-dimensional code is exemplified as the coded print
information.

[0100] In such a case, the feeding speed of the print
region NW of the standard print information that includes
the partially protruding portion is set to a feeding speed
of the print region SW of the coded print information, i.e.,
set to the feeding speed L that is slower than the standard
feeding speed N.
[0101] In FIG. 10, a print region NSW, from a front end
of the standard print information to the back end of the
coded print information, is set to the feeding speed L that
is slower than the standard feeding speed N. Further, in
FIG. 11, the print region NSW, from a front end of the
coded print information to the back end of the standard
print information, is set to the feeding speed L that is
slower than the standard feeding speed N.
[0102] In a case where changing a feeding speed at a
portion where the coded print information overlaps and
where the coded print information does not overlap in the
print region of the standard print information, print is in-
complete and faint at a portion where the feeding speed
has been changed, and thus the print quality of the stand-
ard print information decreases.
[0103] On the other hand, in the present embodiment,
in a case where part of the print region NW of the standard
print information overlaps with the print region SW of the
coded print information, the print quality of the standard
print information may be ensured by setting the feeding
speed of the print region NW of the standard print infor-
mation to the feeding speed of the print region SW of the
coded print information.
[0104] In a case where it is determined that a print line
on which a code is printed and a print line on which a
standard character is printed are the same print line, a
controller may determine to change a print speed of a
print line of a standard character to the feeding speed L
that is slower than the standard feeding speed N as pri-
ority.
[0105] Configurations other than that described above
are considered to be similar to that of the first embodi-
ment. Specifically, a feeding speed of the print region
NW of the standard print information for a condition other
than that described above is set to the standard feeding
speed N similar to that of the first embodiment.
[0106] Although a variety of examples and other infor-
mation have been used to explain various aspects de-
scribed by the present inventors within the scope of the
appended claims, no limitation of the claims should be
implied based on particular features or arrangements in
such examples, as one of ordinary skill would be able to
use these examples to derive a wide variety of imple-
mentations. Furthermore, and although some subject
matter may have been described in language specific to
examples of structural features and/or method steps, it
should be understood that the subject matter defined in
the appended claims is not necessarily limited to those
described features or acts. Therefore, the described fea-
tures and steps are disclosed as examples of compo-
nents and methods that are deemed to be within the
scope of the following claims.
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[0107] For example, in a case where the embodiments
describe using a light reflection sensor as a paper posi-
tion detection sensor, the paper position detection sensor
is not limited in such a manner, e.g., a light transmission
sensor may be employed. In such a case, the light emitter
and the light reflector are configured to sandwich the con-
tinuous paper. In addition, a part that is attached to the
label does not transmit light and a part that is not attached
to the label does transmit light. Based on the above light
transmission properties, a position of the label is detected
by detecting a spaced interval part where the label is not
attached.
[0108] In addition, in a case where the embodiments
describe using the continuous paper that has the plurality
of labels temporarily attached to the mount as the print
medium, the print medium is not limited, e.g., a continu-
ous label that includes an adhesive surface on one sur-
face thereof (mountless label), a continuous sheet that
lacks an adhesive surface (continuous sheet), or a film
other than the paper type that is printable by the thermal
head may be employed as the print medium. The mount-
less label, the continuous sheet, or the film may include
a position detection mark. Further, in a case where feed-
ing a mountless label that has an adhesive agent ex-
posed, a feeding pathway may be coated with a non-
adhesive material and a roller containing silicone may be
employed. In addition, the application of print is not limited
to the continuous paper, e.g., print may also be applied
to a film or single paper.
[0109] Further, in a case where the embodiments de-
scribe that a black bar of a barcode is employed in the
parallel code extending along a feeding direction, the
black bar of the barcode is not limited, e.g., the black bar
of the barcode may be employed in the serial barcode
extending in the width direction of the mount.
[0110] Moreover, in a case where the embodiments
describe employment of a heat-sensitive-type thermal
printer that uses heat-sensitive paper, the thermal printer
is not limited, e.g., a thermal transfer-type thermal printer
that uses an ink ribbon may also be employed as the
thermal printer.
[0111] In addition, in a case where the embodiments
describe feeding the coded print information SW at a
feeding speed of 70 m/sec, feeding the standard print
information NW at a feeding speed of 80 m/sec, and feed-
ing the non-standard margin region SY at a feeding speed
of 140 m/sec, a value of each feeding speed is not limited
to the above value. It is enough that a relational formula
between a feeding speed of the coded print information
SW, the standard print information NW, and the non-
standard margin region SY is defined as SW < NW < SY.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0112] In the above description, in a case where an
aspect of a present disclosure describes the employment
of a portable printer, such employment is not limited
thereto, e.g., another thermal printer such as a desktop

thermal printer and the other type of thermal printer may
also be employed.

DESCRIPTION OF REFERENCE NUMERALS

[0113]

1 Printer;
2 Casing;
2a Housing;
2b Opening and closing cover;
3 Continuous paper container;
4 Ejection port;
10 Position detection sensor;
11 Thermal head;
12 Platen roller;
20 Support member;
21 Spring;
22 Press-button;
23 Battery container;
24 Cutter;
25 Inputter;
26 Display;
27 Power switch;
28 Belt-hanging part;
30 CPU;
31 ROM;
32 RAM;
33 Feed control circuit;
34 Print control circuit;
35 Label detection circuit;
36 Interface;
37 Display control circuit;
38 Communication interface;
39 EEPROM;
40 Bus line;
P Continuous paper;
PM Mount;
PL Label;
PA Position detection mark;
MC Controller;
PS Rechargeable battery;
RC Wireless communicator;
M Motor;
G1 Gear;
G2 Connection gear

Claims

1. A printer, comprising:

a feeder configured to feed a print medium to-
wards an ejection port along a feeding pathway;
a print part configured to use heat to print on the
print medium during the feeding of the print me-
dium; and
a controller configured to set a feeding speed of
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a first print region on which coded first print in-
formation is printed to a second feeding speed
that is slower than a predetermined first feeding
speed, and to set a feeding speed of a second
print region on which second print information
other than the coded first print information is
printed to the first feeding speed, the print me-
dium including the first print region and the sec-
ond print region,
the controller in operation setting the feeding
speed of the second print region on which the
second print information is printed, the second
print information being arranged with the first
print information in a width direction of the print
medium, the second print information including
a portion partially extending from the first print
region on which the first print information is print-
ed, the first print information being arranged with
the second print information in a lengthwise di-
rection of the feeder body, among a plurality of
second print information, to the feeding speed
of the first print region on which the first print
information is printed.

2. The printer according to claim 1, wherein the con-
troller is configured to set a feeding speed of a first
margin region having a length in a feeding direction
of the print medium longer than a predetermined
length to a third feeding speed that is faster than the
first feeding speed, among a plurality of margin re-
gions of the print medium.

3. The printer according to claim 2, wherein the con-
troller is configured to set the feeding speed of a
second margin region that is shorter than the prede-
termined length to the first feeding speed, among
the plurality of the margin regions of the print medi-
um.

4. A method for printing, in a case where using heat to
print on the print medium during feeding the print
medium, the method comprising:

feeding the print medium in a first print region
thereof on which coded first print information is
printed at a second feeding speed that is slower
than a predetermined first feeding speed;
feeding the print medium in a second print region
thereof on which second print information other
than the coded first print information is printed
at the first feeding speed; and
feeding the print medium in the second print re-
gion on which the second print information is
printed, the second print information being ar-
ranged with the first print information in a width
direction of the print medium, the second print
information including a portion partially extend-
ing from the first print region on which the first

print information is printed, the first print infor-
mation being arranged with the second print in-
formation in a lengthwise direction of a feeder
body, among a plurality of second print informa-
tion, at the feeding speed of the first print region
on which the first print information is printed,
in a case where using heat to print on the print
medium during feeding the print medium.

5. The method according to claim 4, further comprising
feeding the print medium in a first margin region hav-
ing a length in the feeding direction of the print me-
dium that is longer than a predetermined length is at
a third feeding speed that is slower than the first feed-
ing speed, among the plurality of margin regions of
the print medium.

6. The method according to claim 5, further comprising
feeding the print medium in a second margin region
that is shorter than the predetermined length and the
second print region that prints the second print infor-
mation other than the coded first print information is
at the first feeding speed, among the plurality of mar-
gin regions of the print medium.
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